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Height Safety systems are essential 
to ensure workers remain safe when 
working at height. Regular access is 
required for cleaning and maintenance 
on the building roof.

The safety system depends on the 
building design, angle of the roof and 
if the type of equipment such as solar 
pannels etc.

KaydeeSayfa have over 35 years 
experience in the sourcing and 
installation for commercial projects. 

With KaydeeSayfa you get access to a 
proven supply chain of local and global 
manufacturers - With a wide range of 
height safety systems to match the 
building specification from a safety, 
functionality and design point of view.
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“The pandemic has brought a lot of challenges to everyone’s 
operations, and despite this you’ve still regularly delivered on dates 

which we’ve set out throughout the project.”

Construction Manager, Renaker
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Safety Ladders are the most common 
system to access areas at height. Safety 
ladders are a permanent installation with 
attachments to improve user safety. Fall 
Arrest Lines, Ladder Guards and Gates 
all help improve user safety and prevent 
unauthorised access.

Walkways provide a flat, non slip walking 
surface across different roof surfaces. 
Walkways can help provide a level walking 
surface on angled roofs, prevent trip 
hazards from cables and create a safe 
guide path for users to help improve 
safety. 

Permanent and Mobile anchor points are 
similar to safety lines in use. They provide 
a single point for users to clip onto for 
fall restraint. Mobile Anchors are a more 
flexible variant utilising counter weights 
and don’’t require penetration into the 
roof surface.



WHY KAYDEESAYFA?

KAYDEESAYFA

With KaydeeSayfa you get the advantage 
of dealing with one company, one 
contract for multiple specialist 
construction packages. 

You also get access to a proven supply 
chain that extends across the world. 
KaydeeSayfa have partnered with 
innovative and reliable suppliers over 
the past 35 years to bring our customers 
the quality solutions that meet their 
building requirements. 

We have worked together with UK’s 
leading contractors since 1985 -  Our 
experience in project management and 
installation will ensure your project is 
completed to specification, on time 
and on budget. Over the years we have 
delivered over 3,000 projects - with our 
largest and most complex project worth 
over £2.2 million. 

Speak to a member of our team today to 
find out more about our solutions.

SAFETY AND DESIGN

TESTING AND TRAINING

Height safety requires a combination of 
access and safety systems designed to suit 
the buildings requirements and minimise 
the risk to users accessing the roof. The 
KaydeeSayfa team will design the best 
layout, keeping in mind safety, accessibility 
and efficiency. 

KaydeeSayfa also provide testing and 
maintenance of height safety and facade 
access systems. Testing of such systems 
every 6-12 months is a legal requirement.

Height Safety Systems require user training 
which can be provide by KaydeeSayfa.
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